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ABSTRACT

1

Robust, secure authentication is essential in online interactions.
Current best practice is to combine factors communicated using
different channels; however, in some contexts multi-factor authentication may not be feasible or appropriate. Thus there is a need for
authentication strategies that do not rely on classic multiple factors.
While people normally rely upon multiple factors to authenticate
each other, there is anecdotal evidence that such factors are not
needed to authenticate close relationships, and that in fact they can
recognize each other over an extremely low-bandwidth channel:
texting.
In this work we examine whether people who know each other
well can, in fact, authenticate each other while texting in an adversarial context. We present results from a “friend imitation” game
that has many similarities to Turing’s Imitation Game. Results from
this user study indicate that people use a variety of syntactic and semantic techniques to authenticate each other when texting. While
some of the observed techniques are not secure against adversaries
with access to social media and other data sources, others leverage
sophisticated mental models of the other person’s expected behaviour that can quickly be used to detect impersonation attempts.
We also explore to what extent these insights could inform mechanisms for in-band non-cryptographic authentication in computerto-human, human-to-computer, and computer-to-computer communication contexts.

Multi-factor authentication is the current best practice for secure
authentication. Individual factors, on their own, are subject to compromise: passwords can be phished, tokens can be stolen, and biometrics can be faked. Multiple factors together improve security
because now an attacker must compromise all of them to gain access. However, each additional factor increases deployment cost
and decreases usability. As attacks improve, factors individually
and collectively become more complex, making the situation worse.
Secure authentication methods normally require a combination
of properties, each of which will generally not be fully achieved:

INTRODUCTION

• Authentication input should not be “guessable,” it should
have sufficient entropy.
• Authentication input should be bound to a specific entity,
i.e., no password sharing.
• Replay attacks should be infeasible. For example, ideally a
copy of a fingerprint should not be a substitute for a real
finger with that fingerprint.
Specific attack strategies target one or more of these properties.
Phishing attacks destroy the binding between a user and her authentication secrets, rainbow tables [42] make guessing long passwords feasible, and biomimicry attacks such as those using fake
fingers [40, 56] are effectively a combination of a binding break and
a replay attack.
While the above requirements are essential for current humanto-computer authentication, human-to-human authentication may
operate using different principles. When face to face, people use a
variety of perceptual input modalities (senses) and analysis techniques to identify each other: we recognize faces, voices, smells,
and even gait patterns. As shown in research on biometrics, these
all can serve as relatively strong authenticators, especially when
performed by humans who can trivially make sure the “liveness”
requirement is satisfied. When communicating by text, however,
the situation is rather different.
Consider the problem of texting impersonation. When a device
or an account is compromised, an attacker can send messages that
originate from a legitimate, often extremely trusted source. Even
though all technical authentication methods have been bypassed,
targets can sometimes detect the impersonation with minimal effort, as we have found from personal experience. We and people
we know have experienced situations where we get messages from
a social media contact that turn out to be fraudulent because our
contact’s account had been compromised. These “Facebook money
scam”-like attacks [47] were a mere nuisance because it was “obvious” that something was wrong. The attackers had full access to
our contacts’ account, including past postings and chats—and this
information was used to craft some of the messages they sent. All
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three properties listed above arguably didn’t hold. Nevertheless,
the deceptions were transparent.
In the context of traditional authentication methods, unmasking an attacker so quickly is a remarkable feat. Note however that
identity here is verified not through a password, cryptographic
key, or biometric; instead, it is verified through the syntax and
semantics of the communication itself. The authentication is inband—it is integrated into the communication stream rather than
being communicated through a separate channel. Unlike in-band
signalling (such as the spoofable tones in older versions of the
telephone network [37]), there is no straightforward way to separate the authentication messages from the rest—all message syntax
and semantics are potentially part of the ongoing authentication
process. If we could develop in-band authentication strategies for
human-to-computer or even computer-to-computer authentication
that are similar in strength to the ones used by people to recognize each other, they could complement existing authentication
strategies, potentially increasing security and usability at the same
time.
Before we can even begin to build such systems, we first need
to better understand human-to-human authentication. As a first
step, we conducted a user study designed to examine how people
authenticate each other when texting in an adversarial context.
In this study pairs of subjects who have prior close social relationships play a “friend imitation game” in which an attacker (the
experimenter) pretends to be one of the subjects and the other must
decide whether they are texting their friend (or relative or lover)
or a stranger. Our study design has many similarities to the classic
Turing Test [54]; however, it is a three-party game where one party
is trying to impersonate the other, rather than having a computer
pretend it is a human.
Our results suggest that people make use of a variety of syntactic
and semantic cues to authenticate each other. Some of these are
quite superficial, such as word choice and the timing of responses.
Others, however, seem to be much deeper—they can assert that
“my friend would never say that” when to an outside observer the
exchange seems perfectly reasonable. Authentication performance
on this task thus appears to be more related to the richness of
shared models of behaviour between the parties than the complexity of the actual exchanged messages. Thus, a party who does not
share the same behaviour model (which in fact may be specific to
a relationship rather than an individual) is unlikely to be able to
choose responses that would fit within that model. We believe this
insight into person-to-person authentication suggests potential design strategies for human-to-computer in-band authentication and
potentially even computer-to-human and computer-to-computer
authentication systems.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we examine what is known about how humans authenticate each other.
Section 3 presents the rationale and design of the user study we
performed on human-human authentication in text-based conversations. Section 4 analyzes the study results and identifies the authentication techniques we observed, and Section 5 analyzes the security

of these techniques against automated and semi-automated adversaries. In Section 6 we speculate about the applicability of humanto-human authentication techniques to computer-to-computer authentication systems. Section 7 outlines related work such as conversational interfaces and the seminal Turing test. We discuss the
implications of our results in Section 8. Section 9 concludes.

2

AUTHENTICATION BETWEEN HUMANS

While there exists an extensive literature in human-to-computer
authentication, encompassing text password authentication [30],
biometrics [29], and alternative schemes such as graphical passwords [9], the problem of human-to-human authentication has
not been extensively studied directly. Instead, researchers have
addressed how people identify each other as part of work in fields
such as neuroscience, psychology, and sociolinguistics, where the
issues of active attacks and deception are not central. Also, work on
social engineering documents how to subvert social norms to compromise the security of individuals and organizations. We review
these works below.
Neuroscientists have demonstrated that our brains have specialized areas devoted to facial [3, 8] and vocal [7] processing. These
areas appear to help people distinguish between individuals by
extracting a variety of specific features, as can be seen through
psychological studies of facial recognition [51]. Actual recognition
of people does not rely purely on these sort of specialized mechanisms, however, as people with specific deficits can still identify
other people. In fact, people with prosopagnosia (inability to recognize familiar faces) can learn techniques to recognize faces [15] and
people with phonagnosia (inability to recognize familiar voices) [21]
seem to often not recognize they have a problem.
Research in psychology has shown that humans continuously
analyze and interpret their world [17] enabling them to recognize
patterns and point out alterations in patterns [36]. Humans build
a generic interpretation of the world based on their experiences
that allow them to make predictions regarding future interactions
[31]. In the psychology literature, human pattern recognition is
abstracted as working through schemas and mental models [13, 31].
Humans combine various schemas in unfamiliar situations to predict their outcome through mental models [24]. Mental models
are temporary, flexible knowledge structures that occupy working
memory embodying an internal conceptual and physical representation of the world [31]. When an individual talks to someone they
are familiar with, they will predict the outcome of unfamiliar conversation by combining various schemas to form a mental model
of that specific conversation. When children as young as two years
old interact with their external environment, they start formulating
mental representations (‘assimilatory’ schemas) that mature into
schemas with experience and age as they move from understanding
their subjective experience to understanding the world [45].
Conversation style also seems to be a very important part of
establishing identity in social contexts. In sociolinguistics, a conversational style consists of a set of repeated patterns associated
with social identities [27, 28]. The perceived style of a speaker will
change the listener’s expectations and influence their understanding of the language spoken [16] and people adjust their expectations based on their experiences and previous communications [23].
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two participants who have an existing close relationship attempt
to carry out a set of cooperative texting-based tasks while the
experimenter attempts to subvert those tasks by pretending to be
one of them.1 Participants are thus given an incentive to identify
each other reliably, allowing us to observe their approaches to
the problem. Note that our goal was not to determine the relative
frequency or utility of identification techniques, as such an effort
would require a much larger study size with a more representative
sample. Further, such quantification would not aid us in the goal of
understanding whether these techniques could be used in humanto-computer and computer-to-computer contexts.
In our study we requested participants to come in with someone they were familiar with. Then, we asked them to play our
‘friend-imitation game’ in separate rooms. The game, implemented
using a simple web application, requires a total of three players: the
two participants and the adversary (the experimenter). One participant plays the role of the authenticator while the other plays the
role of the convincer, with each participant pair choosing amongst
themselves which role each would take. The authenticator has to
converse with another unidentified player through text messages.
If they believe they are communicating with the convincer, they
should approve a fictional monetary transaction; if they believe
they are instead communicating with the adversary, they should
decline the transaction. Figure 1 shows what the authenticator’s
screen looks like while playing the game. The allocated game time
given to each pair was 10 minutes. We asked the participants to
complete as many transactions as possible within this timeframe.
Each research session had three parts: a pre-game questionnaire,
the game, and the post-game questionnaire and interview. Participants were separated during the game so the only communication
possible was via texting. We recorded participants’ answers to the
questionnaires, text messages exchanged during the game, and
transcripts of the interviews for later analysis. Figure 2 shows a
flowchart of a session.
In order to deceive the authenticator during the game, the adversary mimicked the convincer’s conversational style and behaviour
observed during the game. Specifically, the adversary tried to use
similar phrases used by the convincer in previous transactions
(example: cool beans vs. great), re-used some facts that came up
through previous transactions (example: favourite colour), and tried
to mimic a similar texting style (example: ok vs. okay). Through
having special privileges in the web application, the adversary had
constant access to the transactions history that included conversation history and decline/approve payment responses. The adversary
had access to the transaction details even when the authenticator
was chatting with the convincer.
After the game, we asked the authenticator to rate how easy or
difficult it was for them to identify their partner. We then asked
them to explain their answer then proceeded with a discussion
about the kind of cues they used throughout the game. All participants were given a small gift card at the end of the session; the
same gift card was given no matter their performance.
Our study was reviewed and approved by the Carleton University
Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B Clearance # 108644). There was

Figure 1: The authenticator’s screen during the game.
Code switching—switching between different languages or dialects
depending upon the social context—helps people establish their
social identity by signalling and reinforcing group membership
[6]. Some linguistic researchers argue that individuals construct a
style in ‘platonic self’ [28], meaning that each individual is unique
in characteristics even within the same social environment. This
is referred to as ‘persona style’, or ‘persona’ [17]. Personas may
change over time depending on the social environment [17].
While human recognition works reliably for most people under
normal conditions, people can be deceived using a variety of techniques. In particular, social engineering attacks [22] allow untrusted
individuals to obtain privileged access, typically to gain physical
access to a restricted area or to obtain confidential information
through in-person interactions; however, social engineering can
also be used in purely online attacks through email or social media [2]. Such attacks exploit people’s trust in others whom they do
not know personally but who appear to fit into a trusted social role
(e.g., a CEO or a service technician). Social engineering is often used
by red teams to demonstrate how technical security mechanisms
can be bypassed by targeting the people of an organization [53].
Social engineering attacks can be extremely damaging, allowing
attackers to steal millions of dollars [43]. Note that spear phishing,
a kind of social engineering, often only requires a target to click on
on a link [12].
To summarize, past work in neurology, psychology, and sociolinguistics give us evidence that people have sophisticated means of
identifying each other, while work in social engineering shows that
these techniques are far from perfect, particularly when interacting
with people we don’t know well. Our focus here, however, is on how
two people who know each other well can detect when someone
tries to impersonate one to the other. To address this, we conducted
a user study, as described in the following section.

3

THE FRIEND IMITATION GAME

In order to study how humans authenticate each other while texting,
we designed a study around a “friend imitation” game in which

1 Full

details on the study are available in [14]; what follows here is a summary of the
study methodology and results.
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Figure 2: A step-by-step flowchart of one research session.
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Table 1: Participants’ background.
Background

# of participants
Age Range
18-20 years old
12
21-29 years old
30
30-39 years old
1
40-49 years old
1
Time they knew each other
Less than a year
7
1-5 years
28
6-9 years
5
over 10 years
4
Texting Frequency
Never
7
1-5 times a day
19
6-10 times a day
4
We text all the time
14
Perceived Familiarity
Slightly familiar
2
Somewhat familiar
1
Moderately familiar
18
Extremely familiar
23

or prove it is themselves to their partner: ‘Experience & Knowledge’, ‘History & Plans’, ‘Texting Style’, ‘Response Speed’ and ‘Personality Type’. We classified these techniques into two categories,
Behavioural Characteristics and Semantic Measurements. Table 2
shows the frequency of use of each authentication technique, in
terms of how many interactions or pairs used each. Overall, the
‘Semantic Measurements’ were used in 155 interactions and ‘Behavioural Characteristics’ were used in 41 interactions.
The ‘Semantic Measurement’ category classification was based
on what participants said during conversation. It contains the top
two most used techniques: Experience & Knowledge ranked first
and History & Plans theme ranked second. The ‘Experience &
Knowledge’ theme included facts collected as knowledge about individuals such as frequent habits, birthdays, nicknames, likes, and
dislikes based on their experience together. ‘History & Plans’ technique revolved around previous and planned future occurrences.
Conversations that focused on occurrences were either describing
a major or a minor life event.
The ‘Behavioural Characteristics’ category includes three techniques: ‘Texting Style’, ‘Response Speed’, and ‘Personality Type’.
The ‘Texting Style’ technique was demonstrated by convincers
and picked up by authenticators. Throughout the conversations,
convincers used a specific sets of words, letter patterns, and emoticons. Convincers used shortcuts in text such as ‘ur’ vs ‘your’, ‘zem’
instead of ‘them’, and often extended some words like ‘seeeeend
me’ versus ‘send me’. In the game, some authenticators pointed
out texting discrepancies, for instance "you usually have way more
spelling mistakes". Occasionally, authenticators indicated variations
in ‘Response Speed’ between their partner and the adversary while
playing the game.

%
27.27
68.18
2.27
2.27
15.91
63.64
11.36
9.09
15.91
43.18
9.09
31.82
4.55
2.27
40.91
52.27

Table 2: Frequency of authentication techniques.
Technique
# of interactions
Behavioural Characteristics
Texting Style
31
Response Speed
6
Personality Type
4
Semantic Measurements
Experience & Knowledge
92
History & Plans
63

# of pairs
15
4
3

4.2

24
19

a total of 22 pairs that participated in our research recruited from
the university community.

4

C:
C:
A:
C:
C:
A:
C:

RESULTS

Backgrounds of the participants is summarized in Table 1. On average, the experiment time was 30 minutes long. Participants completed an average of 8 transactions within the allocated 10 minutes
game time with a 72.9% accuracy rate. Note that we specifically
are not reporting more on how successful the participants were on
the task, as performance was very context specific and is unlikely
to generalize. Instead, we focus on reporting the authentication
techniques that were observed, as that tells us how people identify
each other through text-based communication in the presence of
an adversary.

4.1

Patterns of techniques

The majority of participants used a cross examination pattern that
was relative to the techniques mentioned previously. More often,
authenticators combined a series of clarifying questions subsequent
to each other, even when the convincer answered their initial question correctly. In the example below, C refers to convincer and A
refers to authenticator. Please note that the names were altered to
protect the identity of the participants.
could you send money for your bubble tea
[Joe] said you got like 2 bubble teas already
bubble tea from which city?
we want to make sure we have enough bbq funds
hong kong
which island?
you stayed in kowloon

Convincers also used a reply and elaborate pattern when answering some of the authenticators questions. For instance, if an
authenticator asks ‘did you take your pills today’, they would respond with ‘yes my ulcer pills’, or when the authenticator mentions
a previous occurrence, such as visiting the theme park, they would
mention the fact that they also purchased a VIP card. This kind of
pattern was shown throughout conversation as a way to confirm
one’s identity.

Classification of techniques

After analyzing the conversational scripts between participants,
we identified five distinct techniques that players used to identify
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time. The second technique that the adversary used to trick the authenticator was to repeat facts based on their shared ‘Experience &
Knowledge’. For instance, the convincer mentioned that the authenticator does not eat sushi or drink coffee. The adversary then used
that knowledge in a different context for example: ‘I would like to
get you to start liking sushi’. Copying this theme, however, was not
always reliable. When the adversary asked a question like ‘will you
drink coffee for me?” the authenticator declined the transaction.

Pairs with notable interactions

Each pair of participants had their own style of conversation they
used throughout the game. Some, however, triggered a slight interest in us so we would like to discuss them in more detail.
4.3.1 Pair 55. Pair number 55 indicated that they have been in a
romantic relationship together for less than a year; however, they
both indicated that they text all the time and they are moderately to
extremely familiar with each other. They were able to go through
21 transactions, twice as many as an average pair went through.
They completed the highest number of transactions during the 10
minutes of the game.
Their style of authentication was interesting because the authenticator did not communicate during the game whatsoever; instead,
they accepted or declined transactions based on the information the
convincer shared. The convincer only sent one or two sentences per
transaction that revolved either around their shared ‘Experience &
Knowledge’ or ‘History and Plans’. The authenticator was able to
correctly identify their partner 92% of the time (12 out of 13 transactions), whereas they were able to correctly detect the adversary
50% of the time (4 out of 8 transactions). The authenticator was able
to correctly identify an adversary and decline the transaction when
the content shared was based on ‘History and Plans’ regardless of
whether the convincer had just mentioned them. In the example
below, C refers to convincer, and X refers to the adversary:

4.3.2 Pair 57. The two individuals in pair 57 indicated that they
knew each other for 6–9 years, were extremely familiar with each
other, and text all the time. They were able to complete a total of 8
transactions within the game’s allocated time. Their conversational
pattern and style was interesting because it defied proper English.
The authenticator was able to correctly identify the identity of
players throughout all of their transactions. In this example, ‘C’
refers to the convincer and ‘A’ refers to the Authenticator.
--start of new transaction with the Convincer-A: How may i help you
C: whats boppin
C: its ya boy, skinny p***
A: sayyyy lesssss
C: i need guap
A: whats our ggroup name?
C: pls bb
C: sisters fam
C: till we die
A: facts
Authenticator accepted

--start of new transaction with the Convincer-C: i want to farmboy to get a kilo of oranges later if
you want to come
Authenticator accepted

During their post-game interview, they explained their technique and terminology to the researcher. They said they know each
other so well that they are able to tell who is sending the messages. The authenticator then stated: ‘he texts the way he talks;
he is a clown’. They further pointed out that they have a lot of
inside jokes and specific use cases of emoticons when they text.
For example: they refer to money as ‘guap’ and affirm a statement
by using ‘facts’. Every transaction played with the adversary was
unsuccessful. Although the adversary imitated their language style
and conversational topics, the authenticator was not deceived.

--start of new transaction with the Adversary-X: do you want to come with me
Authenticator declined
The adversary was able to trick the authenticator when they
copied and pasted the last sentence that the convincer had just sent.
For example:
--start of new transaction with the Convincer-C: baby i think rotana will be good
Authenticator accepted

--start of new transaction with the Adversary-X: i just wanna gym and eat briskets
Authenticator accepted

--start of new transaction with the Adversary-A: hello
A: [use of emoticon]
X: [re-sent the same sad emoticons used by convincer]
A: why you sad?
A: need some X?
A: tentacion?
X: i need guap
X: sister me out here
X: whats boppin
A: idk whats guud in the hood?
A: do you like movies?
X: are you getting my messages sis
A: nah nah you a fake
Authenticator declined

During the debrief, the authenticator stated that they thought the
game was defective and their approval did not go through the first

At a first glance, it may appear that the authenticator declined
the adversary based on the question ‘do you like movies?’ however,

--start of new transaction with the Adversary-X: baby i think rotana will be good
Authenticator accepted
--start of new transaction with the Convincer-C: i really cant be bothered with starting a masters this
summer
C: i just wanna gym and eat briskets
Authenticator accepted
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the timestamp between that message and the consequent message
is very short. The authenticator did not wait for an answer; instead,
they knew right away that they were not talking to their partner.
Pair 57 had a very strong relationship and when we asked them
how easy or difficult it was to identify your partner over conversation, they indicated that it was extremely easy. Their interaction
was interesting because it showed a deep understanding of their
partners’ way of texting and talking that was not easily understood
by outsiders (such as the experimenter). This mutual understanding
was in part based in a shared sense of humour. We discuss humour
and computer security more in Section 8.

5

5.1

Semantic Measurement

Our classification of semantic measurements is summarized in
Table 3.
The ‘Experience & Knowledge’ theme was used most frequently
by participants and included birthdays, nicknames, habits, likes,
and dislikes. We rank birthday dates and nicknames as low analysis
complexity for a few reasons. First, they are easy to find on social
media, public, and private records. Second, the time and effort it
would take an attacker to find nicknames and birthday dates within
a data source is relatively low.
In contrast, habits, likes, and dislikes are ranked as medium
threat complexity in part because such information is not so easily
accessible. While some can be found in social media and advertising
profiles, their accuracy and scope is limited. Further, even when
a person might be able to infer the appropriate patterns without
much effort, automated analysis will likely require sophisticated
machine learning methods.
The second semantic theme is the ‘History & Plans’ that consisted of past and future life events. These are ranked as low threat
complexity because most life events such as anniversaries, moving
to different cities, or accepting a masters program are typically
recorded in social media, calendar invites, directory information,
and public records, all data sources that are easily accessible to
many attackers. An attacker does not require a substantial amount
of time or effort to extract and use such information.
Spontaneous, unplanned minor life events such as coffee outings are ranked as medium threat complexity because they will be
trickier to identify and use, as they will not necessarily be entered
into calendars or status updates using the regular patterns of major
life events. Location information across users can help identify
meetings, and related metadata can be used to infer the (high level)
nature of the meetings. The data will be noisy so the analysis will
not be trivial; however, we expect such analysis to be automatable
using standard methods.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

A truism in computer security is that attacks get better over time.
We now evaluate how robust the observed authentication strategies
would be given attackers with access to significantly more data and
computational resources than we had in the user study. Specifically,
we review different data sources an attacker would need access to in
order to retrieve relevant data for the five themes identified under
the ‘Semantic Measurement’ and the ‘Behavioural Characteristics’
categories. Next, we consider the complexity of analysis for each
of those authentication themes to rank their robustness against
possible attacks. We then discuss what sort of parties in ‘Attacker
Characteristics’.
The term ‘data source’ in the following text refers to the different
locations that could contain specific data. For example, birthdays
are available through public records and social media accounts.
We explore the various data sources available per theme to fully
understand the accessibility of the data. We analyze ‘Complexity
of Analysis’ levels based on the time and effort it would take an
attacker to use the information if they were able to gain access to
the data source. We ignore the difficulty of gaining access to these
data sources; if they exist, we assume an attacker can access them.
We divide analysis complexity into three levels: low, medium, and
high:

5.2

• Low analysis complexity is assigned to a theme when an
attacker can obtain the information using a database lookup
and can use it with minimal transformation. For example,
we would assign a low threat complexity analysis level to
birthdays.
• Medium threat complexity is assigned when using the data
would require statistical and other forms of analysis that
can easily be automated. For example, favourite restaurants
could be identified through a statistical analysis of location
information correlated with restaurant locations.
• High threat complexity refers to data that require a substantial amount of manual effort to process and use. The
analysis cannot currently be (completely) automated in a
straightforward manner. We use this category for patterns
that people can recognize intuitively but that we cannot currently describe algorithmically. We are not asserting that
such patterns cannot be recognized computationally. In fact,
much as with work on breaking CAPTCHAs, we anticipate
study would lead to significant progress; however, in the
limit they may be AI-complete (i.e., solving them is equivalent to creating a fully sentient artificial intelligence).

Behavioural Characteristics

Our classification of behavioural characteristics is summarized in
Table 4.
Overall, behavioural characteristics are more resistant to attack
than ones based on shared knowledge, although there is significant variability. The first, ‘Response Speed’ theme is classified as
medium analysis complexity because an attacker can measure and
have similar ‘response speed’ as the user by accessing previous
interactions. Simple analysis is needed to process and analyze the
user’s average time to reply to messages. The second behavioural
characteristic theme is the ‘Texting Style’ theme that contained
frequent use of specific vocabulary and emoticons as well as word
patterns. This theme is ranked as medium threat complexity because
of the time and effort it takes to analyze previous communication
patterns, although such analysis could definitely be automated. The
third ‘personality’ authentication theme is ranked as a high threat
complexity analysis overall because while it may be feasible to
determine a person’s favourite topics through a superficial analysis
of online activity, generating a model that allows that allows for
someone’s personality to be mimicked is much, much more difficult.
This classification is more of a conjecture; however, it is based on
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Table 3: Security analysis for semantic measurements.
Technique

Data Source

Analysis Complexity

Birthday

Social Media

Low

Nicknames

Social Media
Phone conversation history

Low

Habits

Social media location ‘check in’
Credit card transaction
Location Services

Medium

Likes & Dislikes

Phone conversation history
Purchase history
Personal Contact

Medium

Major Life Events

Phone conversation history
Search History
Social Media

Low

Minor Life Events

Phone conversation history
Location services
Personal Contact

Medium

Knowledge & Experience

History & Plans

the observation that computers today are very bad at imitating
generic human behaviour in an unconstrained context. Imitating a
specific human should be even more difficult, but how much harder
is an open question.
Semi-automated attacks can take advantage of themes rated
as low to medium, such as knowing a target’s birthday, favourite
restaurant, or social acquaintances, because they do not require
an understanding of semantics in conversation. Personality traits,
however, will require intensive work and a more thorough understanding of the person on the receiving end. In other words, an
attacker requires the ability to predict performance and behaviour
[19, 33], a feature only humans can currently perform by developing
mental models about other individuals.

5.3

community members, strangers, major data-gathering companies,
and government intelligence organizations.
Long-term partners and family members are in some ways the
best equipped to mount impersonation attacks. They know the
user’s history and patterns, having a model of behaviour built up
over years. Their ability to carry out an attack will depend, however,
on how well they know the other party. For example, one child
pretending to be another when interacting with a parent would
have a huge number of advantages, because they share history and
context. This advantage is mitigated some, however, by reciprocal
knowledge. Not only must an imitator act like the target, they must
also not act like themselves.
As connections get further away or as people share less context,
imitation becomes harder. A sibling trying to imitate another when
interacting with a college friend will face a challenge because they
don’t share the same experiences—they weren’t witness to their
sibling’s relationship with the friend. This challenge increases for
community members such as work colleagues, friends of friends,
and acquaintances. In the age of social media, community members
can learn a lot about us; however, that view is heavily filtered and
biased. Direct imitation within a community (where A, B, and C

Attacker Analysis

Now that we have some idea of what kind of knowledge is required
to attack conversational authentication, we now consider what
sorts of attackers would be in a position to mount imitation attacks
where one person pretends to be another via text communication.
We consider the following: long-term partners & family members,
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Table 4: Security analysis for behavioural characteristics.
Theme

Data Source

Analysis Complexity

Social Media
Conversation History

Medium

Vocabulary & Emoticons

Social Media
Conversation History

Medium

Reconstructed Words

Social Media
Conversation History

Medium

Favourite Topics

Conversation History
Personal Contact
Social Media

Medium

Personality Model

Personal Contact
Social Media
Conversation History
Location Services
Calendar

High

Response Speed
Time to Reply

Texting Style

Personality

are all part of the same community, and A pretends to be B when
interacting with C) may be possible if members of that community don’t know each other well; imitation in the context of closer
relationships, though, will be much harder.
Major data-gathering companies and government intelligence
organizations have differing levels of access depending upon context; however, in practice both Google and the NSA can potentially
have extremely deep knowledge of any individual. They can access
not just public data but all manner of private data, often including
intimate text, voice, and video communication. Using such deep
repositories, in principle rather complete models of personal behaviour could be constructed, and those models could be used to
imitate people.
Of course, fully exploiting such data is AI-complete, so today any
sort of reasonable imitation attack would be at best semi-automated.
If we can create visual and auditory deepfakes, perhaps we could
do the same thing with conversations. However, also note that that
we cannot make chatbots that can carry on a full conversation in
any style. Hence, artificially imitating a person believably is not a
near-term threat.

6

CONVERSATIONAL AUTHENTICATION
FOR COMPUTERS

Conversational authentication, as performed between people, makes
use of fundamentally different mechanisms than traditional computerto-computer authentication mechanisms. We see them as differing
in four key dimensions, as summarized in Table 5. We now discuss
each of these dimensions to examine the feasibility of making computers follow a more conversational approach to authentication.
We then hypothesize how they could be brought together to make
conversational authentication systems for computers.

6.1

Technical Mechanism

The first dimension of difference is the technical mechanism: people
engage in a conversation using natural language, while computers
exchange messages conforming to precise cryptographic protocols. If we take this comparison at face value, the comparison is
almost nonsensical: natural language is much too imprecise and
ill-defined to be used for computer-to-computer communication in
most contexts.
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Table 5: Comparison of human and conventional computer authentication along multiple dimensions.
Authentication Dimension
technical mechanism
identity basis
trust temporality
task semantics

Humans
conversation
behaviour & knowledge
continuously variable
integrated

The real difference between cryptographic protocols and natural
language, however, is not a matter of precision but of expressiveness. By design, cryptographic protocols can express very limited
semantics related to the purpose of the protocol. Natural language
can express almost anything. The flexibility of natural language
is a key part of conversational authentication, because it allows
for a very large space of possible communications. Cryptographic
protocols are utterly predictable except for keys, nonces, and data,
and the data transmitted has no connection to the trust assessment.
While conversations can be repetitive, their normal variability is
key to making conversational authentication work.

6.2

To have computers determine trust in a way closer to people, we
would need to integrate more holistic measures of trust that take
into account identity and observed behaviour, and these measures
would need to be assessed on an ongoing basis.

6.4

Task Semantics

Human-to-human conversations involve complex syntax and semantics, as we have discussed previously. References to shared
history and cultural references are mixed with emotive constructs,
biased word choices, and idiosyncratic syntax. Identity verification
is a small aspect of a larger communication flow. Cryptographic
authentication protocols, however, have almost no content other
than the authentication process itself. Application semantics are,
by design, completely separate. To bridge the task semantics gap,
we would need to integrate authentication and application-level
communication so that each influenced the other on an ongoing
basis.

Identity Basis

In human communication, when we take away physical characteristics such as appearance and the sound of voices, we identify each
other by what we say and how we say it. In contrast, cryptographic
authentication protocols are based on secrets. Proving that one
party controls the private key corresponding to a public key is a
very different basis for identity than discussing what happened during that picnic in seventh grade. Even having a video record of that
picnic wouldn’t necessarily be enough to fake such an interaction,
because the memory of it is intertwined with emotional affect and
experiences that occurred before and after the event. There is a
“secret” in the human case, but it comes down to the total amount
of information that determines who a person is and how they relate
to others. This information is much harder to steal than a 4096-bit
key.
Of course, computers have much, much more state than cryptographic keys. To have a more conversational-like identity basis,
computers would need to use more of the full complexity of their
state and mechanism to identify themselves. Like people, system
identity would be a function of its past actions and interactions.

6.3

Computers
cryptographic protocols
random secrets
constant/binary
separated

6.5

Imagining Conversational Authentication
for Computers

To summarize the points made previously, to make computer-tocomputer authentication fully conversational, we would need a
protocol that allowed for a wide range of semantics in communication, where identity was based on shared history and behaviour
characteristics, where trust levels were continuously adjusted based
on what was being communicated, and where the authentication
process was integrated with application behaviour. The question
we now ask is how difficult would it be to change existing systems
to have these properties?
To incorporate all of these characteristics, we could get into AIcomplete territory, which would clearly make it infeasible. However,
if we are willing to be a bit more modest in our goals, we can get
implementable systems that address real threats. Let us start with
imagining how adding one small bit of semantics analogous to
minor life events, application history, could allow for a simple form
of conversational authentication between an email client and server.
We could still use TLS to provide a base level of security. The
conversational authentication layer would happen at the application layer using state shared between the client and server. One
straightforward bit of state to track would be the disposition of
recent messages, say over the past two weeks. For each message the
client and server (communicating over a standard email protocol
such as IMAP) would record what email messages were read and
what was done with them: were they deleted, marked as unread,
or moved to a folder/archived, in a manner similar to our previous
work on an email intrusion detection system [39]. After each conventional authentication event (using passwords, certificates, or

Trust Temporality

While continuous authentication is used in some contexts for humanto-computer authentication [20], with computer-to-computer authentication, trust is a fixed quantity: connections are authenticated
or not with a given set of credentials, and their trust level is determined by those credentials. Cryptographic protocols take elaborate
steps to make sure that third parties cannot tamper or eavesdrop
on communications, and remote attestation can demonstrate that
code and data are authentic to a remote party. These mechanisms,
however, do not allow for truly dynamic trust assessments. We
can lose our trust in a good friend in a single second even if we
can identify them with 100% certainty—they merely need to do
something dangerous like point a gun at us. With computers, trust
is maintained so long as the protocol is followed, even if one host is
actively and obviously trying to exploit a vulnerability in another.
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some form of two-factor authentication), the server and client could
compare their message read histories, perhaps using some type of
zero-knowledge protocol, over a protocol extension or a separate
network connection. If the client doesn’t have the right history, it
will be marked as unauthorized and the client will have to engage
in some sort of secondary authentication process (such as using a
special service provided by the organization’s IT department). Of
course people may use multiple clients. But if so, the server just
needs to keep a read message disposition history per client. Most
users make use of a limited number of email clients and devices,
especially for sensitive email accounts, so this duplication of history
should not be a significant burden.
This same basic strategy could be used for many web applications
by recording any application-level history on both the client and
server. (Note that lots of state can be stored client side persistently
nowadays.) The key attack this prevents is credential reuse: a stolen
password or authentication token is no longer sufficient to access
the account, as they also need to steal a record of recent history
(or generate it by other means). This conversational authentication
layer, however, is also robust to server impersonation and client
state copying. An impersonating server will be detected unless it
also has a copy of much of the server’s state. Copied client state can
be detected as it diverges from the original. An attacker copying
the client data on Monday could use it on Monday evening, say
after the real user has stopped using the account for the day. But
the next day the target will notice the attack when their client is
marked as unauthorized by the server (because it does not have
a record of what the attacker did). To mount a successful attack
would now require the client system to be completely compromised,
a significantly higher bar than a credential reuse attack.
Ultimately conversational authentication between people involves them verifying that they share some common context that is
only shared by those two people. Applying conversational authentication as a strategy to computer applications would involve the
same thing, except the context being compared would be patterns
observable by programs rather than those observable by people.
The more complex and more context-sensitive the patterns, the
harder they would be for an attacker to imitate. Wholesale copying
of one party’s state is a risk, but it is mitigated by the need to keep
that state synchronized. To work over an extended duration, the attacker has to, for all intents and purposes, become the compromised
party.
Note that simple versions of these mechanisms are already used
on the web. Cookies are used to maintain session state, but they
are not considered to be strong enough authenticators to do privileged operations, such as purchasing goods or services, unless they
have been verified recently (say, by requesting the user’s password
to be re-entered). In practice these sorts of mechanisms can be
very annoying to users as they interrupt the user’s task at critical
junctures. If we took a more conversational approach to the problem, allowing past browsing activity and other client state to be
explicitly exposed in a way that could be checked by the server
in a privacy-preserving way, user-level authentication could be
grounded in a more robust computer-to-computer authentication
and trust relationship context. As the example discussed above
shows, the technical barriers to implementing such mechanisms,
at least in their simpler forms, are quite modest. Implementing

better mechanisms, however, requires us to rethink the classic
cryptography-focused authentication paradigm to see the utility of
incorporating conversational authentication patterns.

7

RELATED WORK

In Section 2 we reviewed past work potentially related to humanto-human authentication. Here we discuss systems and techniques
that share some characteristics with our study design and other
related work.
In 1950, Alan Turing posed the question “Can machines think
like humans?” [54]. To test this question, he proposed the ‘Imitation Game’ which is commonly referred to as the ‘Turing Test’ [50].
The game measures whether a human judge is able to distinguish
(through text-based conversation) whether they are conversing
with a human or a computer. If the machine is able to convince the
judge that it is human, then it passes the Turing Test. While the Turing Test is not a practical path towards general artificial intelligence,
it has inspired something very important for the modern Internet,
Reverse Turing Tests. Better known as CAPTCHAs [58], these automated tests that help online applications verify whether they
are dealing with a human rather than a bot. Our ‘Friend Imitation
Game’ structure closely resembles the ‘Imitation Game’ structure
introduced by Alan Turing; however, instead of a computer trying to convince a judge that it is human, an adversary attempts to
impersonate a specific person when interacting with another.
Stylometry is the study of authorial style in the context of creative works, particularly using statistical analyses. It has a long
history of use to identify the authorship of written works of questionable provenance [25], and the increasing availability of computation has led to extensive work in the field, including on deanonymizing programmers [11]. A key strategy for the defenders
to succeed in our friend imitation game is for the authenticator
to be able to reliably identify the convincer’s writing style, which
means that the authenticator has to engage in a type of real-time
stylometry, except that the authenticator can also issue targeted
prompts with which to get more information.
Many have studied how to apply natural language processing
techniques and theory to computer security. Attalah [5] discusses
several approaches, including using NLP to help users memorize
passwords using humorous phrases, watermarking documents, and
sanitizing information. Conversations, however, are not a focus in
such work.
Many researchers have recognized that key parts of security
protocols are not actually part of the protocol, but instead involve
the people using the systems engaged in the protocol. For example,
TLS is predicated people verifying that they are connected to the
correct service by checking the metadata associated with the remote
certificate. We can study the “ceremony” of TLS, rather than just
the protocol, by considering the role of people in it [18]. Past work
on authentication ceremonies have generally found how difficult it
is for people to complete them successfully, even when usability is
taken into account [57].
Phishing can be seen as a fundamental failure to identify a remote
service by a user. While anti-phishing tools are an active area of
research [46], current approaches largely focus on either training
users to recognize the key signs [35] or automatically identifying
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and restricting access to malicious sites [48]. Note that in these
examples, either users have to decide based on information that is
provided up-front, or they are not involved in the assessment at all.
In both cases, the process is not at all like a conversation.
There has been extensive past work in human-to-computer authentication in the area of behavioural biometrics. In this field,
people demonstrate their identity to computers using behavioural
characteristics including typing patterns [4, 44] and touch patterns [20]. These methods are similar to how people can identify
each other using the timing, vocabulary, and syntax of text messages, as we discussed previously, especially when done implicitly
as part of another task [10]. Our past work on narrative authentication [52], where a person identifies themselves to a computer
through a series of interactions with a text adventure-like system,
is conversation-like in appearance but can only be implemented
currently under very severe constraints.
Conversational authentication can only work in the context of a
relationship, as that relationship is what creates the shared context
that is leveraged for authentication. Others have recognized the
potential of social relationships to improve security. In particular,
social authentication [49] leverages existing social relationships to
authenticate users, normally as a recovery method for when other
methods have failed. One form of social authentication requires
users to contact previously designated trusted contacts and interact
with them to get a code, generally through a voice call. Alternately,
social media photos or posts are shown to the user for them to
classify as belonging to their friends or not [34]. When calling a
trusted contact, presumably individuals would authenticate each
other using the sound of their voices and other semantic cues
embedded in the conversation; in such a context a human to human
conversation is used to authenticate a human to a computer.
This work was originally inspired by the weak authentication
present in current conversational systems, whether the interaction
is via text or speech. Existing conversational interfaces only allow
access to sensitive information after out-of-band authentication
(e.g., after unlocking a device with a PIN, fingerprint, or facial
recognition). Authentication using a verbal PIN or similar method
is awkward and subject to easy replay attacks. Note that voice
interfaces can be particularly vulnerable to attack, as attackers can
sometimes send inaudible voice commands that are still able to be
recognized by the system [55] allowing attackers to even send text
messages on the user’s behalf [1].
While this work may suggest potential mechanisms for improving conversation interface security, we should mention that current
voice assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, and Google
Assistant barely qualify as conversational systems, as they require
very rigid forms of interaction to work and full conversational systems should be much more flexible [41], and that flexibility would
be required to implement the techniques people were observed
to use in our study. Systems in development such as Google Duplex [38] are able to carry on much more natural conversations,
albeit within very limited domains such as managing restaurant
reservations. Human-like in-band authentication strategies may be
more feasible with such systems. Fundamental problems of what to
communicate and how to do so in a secure and usable way, though,
remain to be solved, as we discuss in the next section.

8

DISCUSSION

Our study results suggest that people can identify each other when
interacting via text using a mix of syntactic and semantic cues that
range from trivial to imitate to ones almost inexplicable to a third
party. These cues can allow many pairs of people to mutually authenticate each other reliably if they know each other well. While
these results suggest that it may be possible to develop analogous
techniques for in-band authentication between humans and computers, we must note that limitations in our original study may
have misled us.
First, our study was not large or unbiased enough to give any indications about how reliable person-to-person recognition is; to get
better accuracy we would need many more participants and more
than one adversary. Even if we obtained more accurate results, our
study was quite artificial in its construction. We suspect that a more
ecologically valid design, one in which deception was included as
part of everyday interactions, would likely lead to different communication patterns and would have a much lower defence success
rate simply because in normal life most people aren’t expecting
impersonation attacks. Phishing attacks of all kinds rely on people not thinking too much about whether a message is legitimate.
Similar inattention would greatly facilitate impersonation attacks.
Even if the results from our study are accurate they may not be
so helpful in computational contexts, whether it is for human-tocomputer, computer-to-human, or computer-to-computer authentication. As discussed in Section 6, people identify each other in
part by verifying shared context, and we can envision computational systems that would do the same. What is not clear, however,
is how much of the security of human-to-human conversational
authentication is based on simply verifying shared context. For example, humour appeared to be a significant factor in the exchanges
between at least some of our notable pairs. While there has been significant work on computational models of humour generally [32],
humour remains extremely subjective and hard to quantify. Indeed,
the study of humour has been identified as a possible path to understanding human intelligence [26]. We should expect, then, that
we won’t be able to get computers to be able to recognize people
or each other in the way people do for a very long time.
Another challenge lies in the semantics of identification and trust.
In computational authentication schemes trust normally starts out
at zero and only increases as specific tests are passed, i.e., a correct
password is entered or a biometric is matched. In contrast, social
interactions outside of armed conflict start with a significant level
of trust: we expect most people we encounter to behave in a civil
fashion, to abstain from violence, and generally be reasonable to
interact with. Positive recognition is one means by which this trust
level can be increased or decreased, but it far from the only way.
People also look for indicators in appearance and behaviour that
can lead to distrust. These mechanisms can be superficial and often
inaccurate—indeed, systemic racism can be seen as a pattern of
behaviour in which skin colour is used as a signal for trust or distrust. Others, however, are much more reliable, such as recognizing
hostile facial expressions and the brandishing of weapons. Conversation is a key means by which people negotiate trust in social
contexts. Computational approaches to conversational authentication potentially lend themselves towards measuring more fluid
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trust relations; without more flexible and dynamic access control
methods, however, it will be hard to take advantage of the potential
benefits of conversational authentication.
If we step back, though, adding even simple mechanisms for
remembering and sharing significant events—the easiest to spoof
technique that humans use to identify themselves—to computer
systems puts us in strange territory. Identifying important occurrences in our past requires us to reflect on our history and build a
narrative about how we got to where we are. We tell stories about
falling in love and losing people because these events change our
lives and we know that they changed us. Could we make computers
take note of significant software updates, changes in data repositories, and major configuration changes? No question. But if we
make systems identify themselves to each other based on these
sorts of “major events”, our systems become a tiny bit self aware.
In small amounts, the differences from conventional systems is
hardly notable. However, when scaled up, perhaps we start taking
steps towards machine consciousness, as what else is consciousness
except the ability to reflect on ourselves, each other, and the wider
world? If so, perhaps human consciousness is simply a sophisticated
solution to the problem of establishing trust in a potentially hostile
world.

9

significantly through the NSPW process and, we believe, is much
better as a result.
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